Thanks to the Pandemic by
2025,
America’s
Biggest
Retailer May Be Online
According to a report by Edge by Ascential, which claims to
deliver “one of the industry’s most accurate and actionable
sales-driving data, insights and advisory solution sets,” by
2025, Amazon.com will outpace Walmart in retail sales.
Bloomberg‘s Spencer Soper reports:
Amazon.com Inc. will supplant Walmart Inc. as the biggest U.S.
retailer by 2025, according to a new report, suggesting the ecommerce giant has too much momentum for Walmart to stop
despite big investments in its own e-commerce offerings.
By 2025, U.S. shoppers will buy US$632 billion worth of
products at Amazon and retail afflilites including Whole Foods
Market, surpassing Walmart’s US$523 billion, according to the
report by Edge by Ascential, which measured the value of all
goods sold by each company online and in stores with the
exception of gasoline. Edge by Ascential helps brands sell
products online and in stores.
To assess the relative size of Amazon and Walmart, Edge used
gross merchandise volume, which measures how much money
shoppers spend at each company. Traditionally company size is
measured by comparing revenue, but doing so in this case
doesn’t capture the full picture because the two companies
have different models.
Amazon generates most of its sales from the approximately two
million third-party merchants on its site, charging these
sellers a commission that is typically 15 per cent of a given
product’s price. What the merchants collect doesn’t show up on

Amazon’s income statement.
While Walmart has a growing online operation and third-party
marketplace, it remains mostly a traditional retailer, buying
products from wholesalers and marking them up. Most products
Walmart sells show up as revenue, so by that measure Walmart
will outstrip Amazon for several years.
The report doesn’t include revenue from Amazon’s cloud
computing division or advertising sales. It includes sales
from both retailer’s affiliates, including Whole Foods for
Amazon and Sam’s Club for Walmart, but doesn’t include fees
for subscriptions like Amazon Prime or Sam’s Club.
“The pandemic has permanently shifted consumer habits from instore to e-commerce,” said Deren Baker, CEO of Edge by
Ascential. The main beneficiary is Amazon because Walmart is
still playing catch-up even though it’s been spending to add
features to its online store, including launching a Primestyle subscription service last year. Amazon, meanwhile,
continues to build fulfillment centers around the country in
an attempt to speed up delivery and erase the advantage
Walmart enjoys with curbside pickup at its more than 5,000
locations.

